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u) notspot stunies
	 A emprehensive catalogue of hotspots with maps
and detailed descriptions has been prepared. A considerable emphasis has
been on the relationship of hotspots to the more extensive flood basalts
and papers on this topic were presented at the Hawaiian sya30sium (Encl. 1)
and contributed to the Wilson celebration (Encl. 2 preprint) .
(2) Anomalous topo 2ik
	 Analyses of the topography of the continents
are being coiled and an example dealing with South America (Encl. 3) is
provided. Studies of plateaus were reported at the plateau conference
iri Flagstaff (Encl. 4) and problems of renewed uplift of old mountain
CAbelts at the US-Yugoslav conference iintracontinental earthquakes (Encl. 5) .
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Most o the vuicanism on earth occurs alon g plate boundaries; in oceanic
spreadin g ridges. in sianc arc/cwrdilleran (Andear) zones, and in Tibetan
plateau-type collis ilon-a-i zones. Basic rules governing the ori g in-and distri-
bution of these three types cf volcanic activit y are reasonably well defined.
Other vul cani sm, coll ec ti vely ca l i ec ho tspot vul cani srr., is co.r . only attributed
either to cracking of the lithosphere and consequent rise of ma gma produced
by partial melting of the mantle rising to fill the cracks (passive mantle
h ypothesis), or to chemical or physical inhomogeneities in the mantle .(active
mantle hypothesis). We have compiled a global map and catalogue of hot spots
to help in testing the two classes of hypotheses. Althou gh there is a great
range in volume of vulcanism, amount and diameter of associated uplift, and
duration of activity, there is little evidence that more than one population-
of obiects is present. The crucial fact about the hot spot distribution is
h 6 a:. nUnber occur right on the axes of spreading rid ges (e.c. Iceland,'
Galapagos, Azores). These retain their contrast with adiacen: "normal"
oceanic spreading ridge (distinctive chemical and isotopic com: ,osit ions ,
anor„alous e'revation, and excess volume of rag,riatism) despite the negligible
lithos.-here thickness. So.ne have remained approxi„rately axial. shorn by
5 y '?'tc:!'iCc1 ;?'aces, for Up to 1G tr:.y	 an d They ag_Lar =t) control L.	 rid_-
position (ridge jumping, e.g. Iceland, Galapa gos). These facts are strong
evidence against the various crack propa gation hypotheses and the anchor-
asperit_v model for hot spots. A thermal and /or chemical disturbance in the
mantle, as originally sug ge---ted by Wilson, seer's the only general 'hypothesis
that wil l account for rrost hot spots. A few have been proposed to be the
result of tensional Zones generated by continental collision, but for these
cases opportunists (forratioh of tensional Zones in areas of pre-existing
thinned lithosphere) has not been ruled out. H sing le hypothesis for hot
spots (active mantle) seems inherently preferable to the irEr.^r pa ssive mantle
hypotheses that have been proposed.
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zlobal compilation of hot spot vulcanism reveals that most active hot
snots art associated wft_ tcpopraphicallr high and structural elevated areas.
The cone:ne-tal 7Cr_.:?r C. the African plate displa ys this relationship par-
!icular Iv clEar l v . -_nce t.:ere are a larg e ni= Der o f hot spots on it and they
are relatively well napped. Burke and Wilson proposed that Africa has moved
little over the past 25 ....y. with respect to any of the slowly noving refer-
ence frames, and we suggest that this has enabled the effects of mantle dis-
turbances to be better displa yed on this plate compared with most other areas
o.` the earth. The diameters and-amplitudes of the uplifts, and the amount of
vulcanism associated with African hot spots range from large values to small,
but they are not obviously correlated, since large and/or high structural up-
li=ts are not necessaril y
 capped by much, or any, volcanic accumulation. Thus,
a: thaugh the vulcanism is perhaps the .nest prominent feature of the hot spots,
uI & su,',.-r'e_st	 at it is of seccndart im crttan=e cc-.-tired to the structural u.-
 {..^,l }• s pots) and t e major ac:rivE i^.._aCOrt_i:°_Tl:cl seCilentar a oasins
t1nat s0?^E Gf the= surround. Burke and Nn 4tt2-an sue,vested that he t spat up-
lifts w_re a-S a r ound 20C 1=. acrCSS, some (E.C . 	L`acrar) are	 r er
(500	 alt.joughi a ^ajcr_ry c: the r:rlcar, plpt at.G7 are close to _700 I= in
aver a_t C_2':Etc:
	 i.8-5ar Sw _-5 arOUP.0 ?GC(	 ac..`cc seat tC us tc Consist
C_ -'Gu''S C. Clot spots, al thous: ti.E East r_.._: cn S':tai 'c?S a _E35er iL`t S^i1 ►
anG:'^:ous eeva*_ion bEtween those hot s pot uplifts found within it. Most of
the up lift-defined hot and high spot's in Africa are cons]cerabiv s-tiller than
this and cannot be readily grouped into such lame 1000 lan diameter swells;
the same is true for a majorit y of the -g lobal hot spot population. A more
realistic description allows a wide range of d.ameter and amplitude for hot
spot t;'pe Uplifts. _.samples of hi c C: Epots wi::Ihout associatedVL'lCa'1S,T exist
on other plates; prominent continental examples are the Adiror,dacks and the
Putorana ,massif. Sub-oceanic examples i-clude the Bermuda rise and: the north
-east :'acif is uplifts round bv Venard. tiOkever, they (and lot spots) are almos
e'.'Er%-where much less prominent than on the African p)ate, which, we sug gest,
_s at least rart_^• a :unction of elate velocit y wit.. -e=Dec-. to t o local rar.-
.._ n E7ots. line hot snots. are di.fiC Ult to detect in zones of ccnver-
tectonics and r lhis includ es
 the anc,man.lous ro ographv of Central Asia,
rc ' csec to bn the r esult of the 1nd_an-As an co ntinental collision. Other
eE o: _ntrt
	 E ancr-alous topography are elongate and readil y distin=u'_sned
Or d t,,e'. • include old collisional oroeenic belts up to about 0.5 b. y . old (e.g.
. r_r ,	 , ^zla;r,_a-,s	 isnd iorE. ' `^ ES due t0 ice_ 7OSr ier1C flexure In front of
f " C, :^`E thrusting Zones (e.g. central India;. Other unusual elongate zones c:
c10U5 topograph y include one due to red=nt incfpaent Conver^ent tectonics
	
- %d+:a-Ceylor) and Cite (t. ba"f-_' n "Island-.	 ...	 c ,:rador) for	 .^slot ..`?Ere i5 no
=Qus Explanation or counterpart.1s:t^7C5L'1cr1C tninning is the mcr,' pl2us i-
' t IC%P anataor. for tole upIi : .s assoc i ated w: t}l C:ot spots, a pr0,7ee S s that 5: em.s
%: cr'lven b.• . a.,t:E u-.*<'__in; under the not and nigh: snc•t sites.
re^at3O:nS.'. tC ^? Undax yi:n 
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yetiper al lines of evidence _, ndi ca a that Africa mayay be at rest with
e5oel:_ to .ne u,c^rs1'=,=_ a;, l^? and 2ha= be~n for the past 20 million
years. —.isb Jl :.^. es_1^o: w ^G :e= nan tie 1 mms to pierce the overlying
date, c_" a::,_na ems.:':_zal. ,le	 or areas 
of 
uplifts witlollt vo=ca."2'"
ics i:?io::spots" . lsc, tale .s-ur=ace e?:^3_essio. of the hos s= will not be
bI 'L'"'zE^.	 large ,+L^tiG.^.5 relative t0 the L2Ii0^rl}'iSi^ 7=+2lSntl$. 1;,P^"e-ore,
tea
	
ure of the underlying African Plate rrav provide a more c=lete pic
m;^,tle nvection pattern then plates in nation would.
i have analyzed the hotspot population of Burke and Kidd (1975) for
the African Plate and also the highspot distribution (Kidd, personal
using the polygon method of 7rdessen (1911) . A polygonal
convection pattern is indicated which in planfo='m closel-, 11 resembles
labora;..ora convection mxiels unier a stationary plate. Rhea the nearest
nei _IL:r senara-t ion distances are scaled  to sirT..:Iate na r,t le convection
e_^:t^-, -lc he the 700 }:? lot;r"r seis<uc discontinuity , the lab noels
show t_he s3^1e SenaZ'ations as the ]o'S::ots and'- t')e i2_4 C^_soo=s do. It is
COnC^ ^:d° u,5= t,'liS t1	 or C'Jn:e:tl0:: S'.'StaTi is Ccz'1s:L. a t.: r10t5Dots
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Volcanism is widespread on Earth and apparently always has been. In
this respect the Earth contrasts with the Moon, where volcanism stopped..
about 3 Ga ago, and with Mars, where it may have stopped 1 Ga ago. Although
the terrestrial volcanism that occurred before the oldest preserved rocks
formed was probably similar to later volcanism, the ;ery earliest volcanic
activity on Earth could have been like that on %he Moon, if the Earth ac-
cuired its water late dLrinc the high iT,^act flux.
Volcanism plays a vital part in all three stages of litnospheric
evolution active on Earth today. Basalt forms at divergent plate boundaries;
tholeiitic and talc-alkaline rocks, most characteristically andesite,
dominate where arcs form above subduction zones; highly potassic volcanics
are associated with active continental collision, crustal thickening and
fracticnation. These three processes appear to have operated at plate
,.8r9ins throughout most of the Earth's history.
Ultramafic kum;:tiit?s, forming perhaps 5r of besal'	 piles and
indicating tfe existence of uitramafic melts, are peculiar to the Archean,
and are presu^ably due to the g reater heat generation of the early Earth,
althouch their precise significance is ambiguous. Non-plate margin (hot-
spot) alkaline and ticleiitic volcanism is also recorded in old rocks.
Remnants of flood basalts and associated sills and dike swarms formed by
rifting episodes are clearly displayed in the Canadian shield up to 2.5
Ga ago, and in Greenland L )	 .E Ga.l to 3 
(O
M
Sea level variations during the Phanerozcic have been interpreted as
indicating variations in spreading ridge volume and 'hence (on an Earth of
roughly constant: volume) of plate creation and destruction rates. Precambrian
sea level fluctuations cannot be interpreted in the same way because the
sediment record is incomplete and because timing has not been adequately
resolved. Estimates of episodicity in plate activity in the Precambrian
depend mainly on the occurrence of peaks in age abundance. This method is
highly misleading because the preserved areas of particular ages are much
too small to be representative of the world at those times.. As far back as
the geological record goes, volcanism has been continuously active on Earth
and has occurred mainly at plate boundaries. Phanerozoic history indicates
some episodicity, and the Precambrian was probably similar.
1 N'TR00417 ION: VOLCANISM Ot, EARTh COMPARE: 1:171' i hA T JP. OTHEP
TERRESTRIAL PLANETS
Active volcanism is widespread on Earth and is recorded in rocks of
all ages. Strikingly, the oldest preserved rocks on Earth (at Isua in West
Greenland; appear to be volcanic breccias. With-the exception of a very
small volume produced by partial melting following impact (e.g. basaltic
rocks preserved in plutonic facies at Sudbury and the Bushveld, and suevites
at numerous localities) terrestrial volcanic rocks appear to be mainly the
products of partial melting generated fundamentally by the decay of radio-
active heat-generating nuclides.
In this respect the Earth contrasts with some other terrestrial
planets and satellites. On the Moon, volcanism ended about 3 Ga ago, and
much, if not all, of lunar volcanism was related to impacts -4 Ga ago or
earlier. By 3 Ga ago, radioactive heat generation within the Moon seems to
have declined to a rate sufficiently low - ► o have been entirely removed
through the surface by conduction. This suggests to us that the Moon's
heat- generating nuclides were concentrated close to the surface by that time.
On Mars, earlier volcanism appears to have been impact-dominated.
However, the spectacular later volcanism of the Tharsis area and some older
similar features more likely resulted from partial meltin g through radio-
active decay of heat- generating nuclides. tlartian volcanism seems to have
ceased, but mere is some uncertainty as to exactly how long ago this
ha;;Pened. We do not yet know about volcanism on Venus, but extremely
violent volcanic activity is in progress on Io (Morabito, at al., 1979).
This volcanism, perhaps unique in the solar system, appears to be the re-
sult of tida l forces (Beale, at al., 1979). Tidal forces do not appear to
be major generators of volcanic heat elsewhere in the solar system, although
tidal influences triocering eruptions have been recog ni z ed on the Earth
^^
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SECU.AF ;/A&IATIOt OF TERRESTRIAL VOLCAi.iSt.'
This short review deals only with volcanism, b.t plutonic igneous rocks
are associated with all volcanic rocks, and most plutonic rocks exposed or
emplaced at high crustal levels at one time underlay volcanic rocks. In a
few, probably exceptional, areas shallow intrusives do not appear to be
linked to volcanic rocks. Examples exist in the young high-level granites of
the Himalayas (Gansser, 1964), where the absence of volcanic superstructures
may be due to intrusion in a dominantly compressional environment, or to
rapid and effective erosion following uplift. This contrasts with conditions
on the Tibetan plateau to the north, where compression is now less dominant
and young volcanism has been widespread.
Estimates of the variation of heat generation in the Earth through
radioactive decay with time are sho an in Figure 1. Small additions through
such processes as tidal dissipation are significant through all of geologic
time, and much la rger contributions to heat generation were made before 4 Ga
by core formation and impact. Like Turcotte and Burke (1978) we assume that
heat escapes from the Earth roughly as soon as it is generated, and generally
within 0.5 Ga.
Volcanism is, and apparently always hat' been, one of the dominant
processes by which heat is removed from the Earth's interior. At present,
heat leaves the Earth in three main ways: by conduction; by the eruption
and rapid cooling of igneous rocks, and by the longer -term process of the
cooling of ocean floor as it ages, subsides and moves across the Earth's
surface. We have shown elsewhere (Burke and Kidd, 1978) that because some of tiae
anciEnt continental crust is and was of normal thickness and its base did
not suffer widespread melting, the continental conductive thermal gradient
about 2.5 Ga. a go in the lower crust was not significantly greater than it
is nor,. SsnCe Figure i indicates :mat two or; tnree times as mu_h e._at was
being generated at that ti me , this greater terrestrial neat must rave been
removed by the other two processes. igneous rock emplacement and ocean-
floor aging. Ocean-floor aging is linked to divergent plate boundaries;
most other i gneous activity today also occurs at plate boundaries.
We and our colleagues (Burke and Dewey, 1972; Dewey and Burke, 1973;
Burke, et al., 1576; Burke, et al., 1977) have discussed at length elsewhere
why we consider most igneous activity to have been plate-boundary related
throughout recorded geologic history (about the last 3.8 Ga). Others have
interpreted the early lithosphere as not broken into rigid plates and con-
seauently most tectonic and igneous activity as unrelated to plate margins.
It is unnecessary to repeat the arguments for and against these interpreta-
tions. !et it suffice to say that the rocks and structures formed in early
times so closely resemble later ones, that any radically different process
operating then must have been capable of simulating the results of present
plate tectonics. It is mainly for this reason that we prefer to regard the
ancient world as broken into plates. There are two minor but significant
differences between early and present-day plate tectonics. First, the size
of suture-bounded areas in Archean terranes (notably the Superior Province)
is generally smaller than in later terranes. This is consistent with the
idea that greater lengths of plate boundary and/or faster moving plates were
re_ _d to dissipate the extra Archean heat (Sirke and Kidd, 1578). Secondly,
Archean terranes contain most known examples of a unique class of volcanic
rocks, the ultramafic komnatiites, which form a small proportion of kchean
vasaltic pales. Archean komatlites are presumably related to the greater
,p eat cancra l	of the arly Earth and	 their restricted occurrence has been
used by various workers as a datum point in anaiyzirg the ther^^^al history of
the Earth. Clearly, this is qualitatively correct (the Earth was hotter),
l0
but we know toc little about the details of the on Gin, environment and
mechanism of eruption of the Archean komatiites to crake quantitative infer-
ences about the significance of these peculiar rocks. In summary, we con-
clude from the composition, distribution and structure of volcanic rocks
occurring among the oldest of terrestrial rocks that most volcanic activity
from 3.8 Ga on was, as now, related to plate margins.
VOLCANISM AT PLATE MARGINS. DIVERGENT MARGINS
There are three types of plate boundaries (Wilson, 1985) and it is
a ppropriate to consider volcanic activity associated with each of them.
Tuzo Wilson has long advocated the integration of solid-earth sciences,
pointing out that geology, geophysics and geochemistry are not realistically
separable, and are strangest when results from all fields are considered to-
gether. There is no better exarr;p le of this integration than the study of
divergent plate-margin volcanism (which takes place at oceanic spreading
ridges and, except in ano^iaious places like Iceland and the Afar, occurs
two or more kilometers below sea level). Geophysical methods have , dominated
the study of oceanic spreading ridge volcanism an., have been complemented by
geochamical study of dredged pillow-lavas and limited submersible recon-
naissance. The realization that ophiolite sequences in mountain belts re-
present small samples of ocean floor and preserve material produced at diver-
gent plate boundaries has permitted integrated studies of the type favored
by Wilson, that have done much to reveal the essential features of divergent
plate-boundary magmati sm.
Figure 2 shows the results of one study of this kind (based on Dewey
and Kidd, 1977). Basalt rising from partially melted mantle occupies a
magma-chamber roughly triangular in cross-section; volcanic material is
erupted from this chamber to force the pillow laves of the ocean floor,
J^
the un er lying sneetec dikes and the cunul ate and non,-_u. ,,:1 a to plutoni c
rocs that overlie the cepleted mantle.
Thy; recognition of discrete major volcanoes within the axial valley of
the FAMOUS area (Ballard and van Andel , 1977; Ramberg and van Andel, 1977)
and across-strike compositional variations in basalt (Bryan and Moore,
1977) has led to interpretations of slowly spreading boundaries having along-
strike diversity and episodic structur3l development. This kind of inter-
pretation is supported by near-bottom magnetic anomaly studies (e.g.,
Macdonald, 1977), in contrast to earlier continuously evolving models, which
leaned 'heavily on magnetic anomaly patterns mapped at or above the sea
surface. The small-sale topographic and magnetic structures occurring at
oblique angles to regional spreading directions (e.g. Macdonald and Hoicc,lbe,
1978) are typical of the kind of complexity being recognized in these de-
tailed studies. The study of small variations in basalt composition, par-
ticularly in trace-element distributions (White and Bryan, 1977), has led
to the realization that mid-ocean ridge basalts cannot be interpreted as
simple products of either fractional crystallization cr partial melting,
but that a complex interaction o` these processes, complicated by episodic
magma injection into evolving magma chambers (O'Hara, 1 Q77), is more likely
to have taken place.
The differences 'between fast-spreading rides, (with no axial rift),
and slc:-spreading rid ges (with rifts) have beer, ill-imin,a_ed by seismic
ref,-acticn studies that show muclh str noer evidence of active macma chambers
rt fast-spreading ridges than at slowly spreading ridges (Orcutt, et al.,
1575; Fowler, 1977). it has even been suggested that magma bodies may only
be episodically present (Tapponnier and Francheteau, 1978) at slowly
s;reading rid ges, but the geochemical data do not support this interpreta-
Ion (:.al ►:er e
 e t al., in press). Thermal calculations (Sleep, 197/5)
/3
sugvesting episodic magma chambers alone slowly spreading ridges are
therefore unlikely to be correct. Clearly, there is some minimum spreading
rate below which the cooling effect of circulating sea water will overwhelm
the heat supplied by new magma, but this does not stem to have happened
along most of the present ridge system.
The hot-spot (i.e. non-plate margin-type) volcanism that occurs in
places like the Afar, Iceland and the Azores will be considered in a later
section because we interpret it not so much as an anomalous type of divergent
plate-boundary volcanism but as a normal part of the wine spectrum of not-spot
volcanism. Divergent plate boundaries have developed across the sites of
these hot spots.
All but a tiny proportion of oceanic crust has been subducted--that is,
permanently removed from the Earth's surface at least in any recognizably
original form. Of the tiny sample that has escaped this fate, much is
badly shredded and dismembered, particularly the material preserved in
steeply-inclined zones and/or at deeper structural levels, even in Mesozoic
and Tertiary orogenic belts. The general observation that recognizable
ophiolite complexes become scarcer in older orogenic belts is explained by
the greate uplift and erosion which have generally occurred there, compared
with younger belts. Other reasons for their reported scarcity may include
the past unfamiliarity of workers in older belts with the utility of the
ophiolite concept, the possibility that major continental collision and
suturing was generally more effective and intense further back in time,
and the effect of the smaller length of older orogenic belts remaining
exposed or preserved compared with youn ger ones. Well-described ophiolite
complexes of Palaeozoic age are known from the Appalachians and Caledonides
(Bird, et al., 191 1 . 1978; Dewey and Bird, 1971; Church and Stevens, 1971;
Sturt, et al., 1979), and less detailed descriptions of some of the
obviously widespreac Palaeozoic complexes in the Urals an y cen:rai Asian
orogenic belts are available (for example, Abdulin, et al., 1974; Makarychev
and Shtreys, 1973).
Definite examples of pre-Palaeozoic ophiolite complexes have been
• identified only in Pan-African orogenic belts in Morocco (LeBlanc, 1976) and
Saudi Arabia . (reported in Brown, 1978), and in the older Baikal orogenic
belt in the U.S.S.R. (Klitin and Pavlova, 1974). Many other dismembered
pieces surely remain to be identified in Proterozoic orogenic belts, since
the well-studied belts, for example, the Labrador -Cape Smith-Nelson (Wilson.
1968b) and the Coronation orogenic belts (Hoffman, this volume), so clearly
developed through rifting and later collision (Wilson cycles); dated dikes
reveal that in both cases rifting began about 2.15 Ga ago. The suggestion
(Burke, et al., 1976) that oceanic crustal samples (dismembered ophiolite
complexes) should exist in Archean greenstone bells has not, to our knowledge;
been confirmed. Because there is an extensive greenstone-belt terrane (the
Birrimian of West Africa) of similar age to the Coronation orogen, it seems
to us very likely that dismembered ophiolites will eventually be recognized
in Archean greenstone belts. Since the Birrimian greenstones were formed at
the same time that ocean opening and closing (which must have involved sea-
floor spreading and subduction) is recorded in the Coronation and other
orogens, samples of the oceanic crust of that time may be preserved in the
Birrimian terrane. Since this terrane does not differ in any significant way
Z rom older Archean greenstone t_rranes, the inference that oceanic crust may
be preserved in Archean terranes seems to us unexceptionable. Extensive
areas of mafic voicanics of tholeiitic compositions appropriate to the ocean
floor exist in the Archean g reenstone belts, but equally widespread plutonic
equivalents are generally lacking. Moores (1973) suggested that older Pre-
Cambrian oceanic crust contained more anorthosite than youn ger material; ,
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this nas yet ;,c be verified. It is possible that the extensive tholeiitic
submarine lavas of the greenstone belts include, besides lava generated as
ocean floor and island arcs, large thicknesses generated by intraplate flood-
basalt type magmatism; this is discussed below in the section on intraplate
volcanism.
VOLCANISM AT PLATE MARGINS. TRANSFORM MARGINS
Very much less volcanism occurs at transform boundaries than at
convergent and divergent plate boundaries and all, or nearly all, of what
does occur there is associated with local extensional areas, commonly termed
"pull-aparts." "Leaky transforms" are most probably the same features, less
well-defined because they are submarine. The young alkalic basalts dredged
along the St. Paul and Romanche fracture zones are the only rocks presently
known that are likely to have been erupted on oceanic transform/fracture zones
away from the places where spreading ridge axes abut such zones. Even in
these two cases, the tectonic details of their occurrence and the local
abundance of the volcanics (or lack of it) are poorly known. It is also hard
to prove that these volcanics are not related to areas of "hot-spot" activity,
with relatively little associated volcanism, like the Jos Plateau and Air
regions of the African plate. These areas are clearly identifiable since
they are not submarine, lie within a plate and are obviously associated with
a structurall y and topographically defined uplift. The fact that there is an
uplift at St. Paul's Rocks perhaps favors the idea that these volcanics are
"hot-spot"-related rather than related to secondary extension across the
transform/fracture Zone.
Pull-apart basins along large strike-s l ip faults on land (e.g. the Salton
Sea, the Dead Sea rift, near the western end of the Altyntagh Fault, and
sr-hall basins along the North Anatolian fault) reveal that such pull-aparts
are not %;,.:;ion, that they are usually sr„all relative to the extent of the
RO
transform system along wnicn they occur and that the volume of volcanics
directly associated with the pull-apart is also rather minor. It my be
that larger volumes of magma occur at depth and that the surface expression
is not representative of the amount of magmatism in these pull-&parts; the
i geothermal activity in the Salton Sea area may be evidence of this.
It has been proposed :hat other volcanic rocks which occur in some places
in the general region of large continental transform fault systems (e.g. the
young Arabian basalts, the Hsing-An basalts of China, and some of the young
volcanics in the vicinity of the San Andreas Fault) are in a less direct way
related to the transform-:one tectonics. Since present evidence for a
strong connection is unconvincing, we treat such volcanics under intraplate
volcanism.
Perhaps because of the small volume of transform-related volcanics,
and their susceptibility to later tectonic disruption, no well-documented
• examples-are known from older, inactive transform zones. For example,
well-studied pull-apart basins formed on an extensive, large-displacement
Carboniferous strike-slip fault zone (probably an old transform system)
through the Canadian Maritime Provinces (Belt, 1969) do not contain any
known examples of contemporaneous volcanics. The exposed portion of the
possibly correlative (Wilson, 1962) Great Glen Fault system does not show
any obvious pull-apart structures. A much older example (around 1.8 Ga) of
a preserved piece of large-displacement strike-slip fault, the McDonald
Fault, also has no known volcanics associated with its movement, despite
having very thick accumulations of coarse clastic sediments (P.F. Hoffman,
pens. comm.), which probably were preserved by pull-apart tectonics.
VOLCANISM AT PLATE MARGINS: CONVERGEENT ML;F'G1',S
In present-day arc systems andesitic volcanism dominates, although
overall about 20x is basaltic (Ewart, 1976). The volcanic zone always lies
above a subducting slab of oceanic lithosphere, generally where the latter is
between 1 00 and 150 k^ deep. It is therefore inferred that the-descending
lithosphere is involved in production of arc magmas, although exactly how
and where these magmas are produced is unresolved. While great variability
exists in the detailed features of volcanic arcs, the most prominent contrast
in volcanism is that silicic, large-volume ignimbrites with high Na and K
content are concentrated in, if not confined to, areas underlain by conti-
nental-type lithosphere, even though,as in New Zealand and S. Alaska, this
may consist of (geologically) recently accreted material. Some involvement
of the lithosphere underlying these Andean-type volcanic arcs in the genera-
tion of their magmas seems likely.
Arcs built on oceanic crust tend to contain proportionately more mafic
and less silicic volcanics, although precise estimates are difficult to
make since most of these arcs are submerged, and preservation is biased
against pyroclastic and clastic materials. Burke, et al. (1976) pointed out
that the collision and accretion of this kind of arc, together with remnants
of the intervening marginal basin floors and fill, will produce greenstone-
g ranodiorite belt geology like that of the Archean Superior p rovince and
similar terranes elsewhere. These include at least one that is of post-
Archean age (the 6irrimian of West Africa--1.8 Ga), and thus contemporary
with oroeenic belts clearly formed from the operation of the Wilson cycle.
The present southwestern Pacific contains areas that we envisage as close
analogs to those that formed the g reenstone terranes. Andesites in present
arcs do not have any significant oeochemical differences from andesites in
A cnean oreenstone belts. As the overwhelming bulk of ancesites i s truce at	 is
conv¢rgent margins today, possibly in response to the liberation of water
from hydrated phases in the subducted slab at significant depths in the
mantle, we see no good reason to suppose that they were made in any grossly
different way in the past. Greenstone-type terranes are not unique to the
Ar-hean. We pointed out above (see also Burke and Dewey, 1972) the example
of the Birrimian, and smaller analogs can be found in Palaeozoic and Mesozoic
orogenic belts (Burke, et al., 1976). More extensive analogs probably exist,
awaiting .roper description, in the Palaeozoic orogenic area of Central-Asia
(Burke, et al., 1978a). The area of older orogens preserved intact from the
tectonic effects of younger orogenies decreases with age. It is entirely
possible that the sample we have of Archean orogenic terranes is not repre-
sentative of their original proportions, due to the accidents of the siting
of later rifts and,hence, collisions (Nilson cycles). Fssumirg, however, 	 -
that the greater abundance of greenstone belts in the Archean reflects a
real secular tectonic change, then it is reasonable to suppose that it is
connected with the Earth's greater heat production in the past, which, as
suggested above, resulted in faster plate motion and greater length of plate
boundary. Such properties would most probably have led to more arc genera-
tion in a aiven time, thus accounting for the greater abundance of greenstone-
type terranes in the past without excluding them from pcs,- , Archean terranes.
Plate convergence eventually leads to continental collisions. These,
in recent examples (Fig. 3), give rise to volcanics very similar to those
found in Andean arcs (Burke, et al., 1974; Kidd, 1975; ;engor and Kidd, 1979).
Older examples of such ca?c-alkaline, K-rich volcanics and/or their subjacent
post-kineratic granites are well known in coilisional orogens up to about
2 Ga. old: e.g., the granites and other plutons of the Appalachian-
Caledonian belt (Dewey and Kidd, 1974); the post-kinematic granites and
local rnvcli^tes of the Pan African-, the rhyolites of the St. Francois
Mountains (Bickford and Mose, 1975) related to the Elsonian orogeny which
we suggest is collision-induced; and the volcanics of the Bear Province
(Hoffman, McGlynn and others, in prep.), related to collision about 1.8 Ga
ago at the end of the Wilson cycle on the site of the Coronation orogen.
Pieces of continental crust older than 1.8 Ga are either too small or too
deeply uplifted and eroded to distinguish collisional from arc-related magmatic
products with any confidence, but we see no reason to suppose their.ahsence.
INTRAPLATE TYPE VOLCANISM: HOT SPOTS AND FLOOD BASALT.
Young volcanism not related to plate boundaries is widespread (Burke
and Kidd, 1975). Despite the great variety in its expression, we feel that
there are sufficient co7%;non elemerts among different instances of non-plate
margin volcanism that it is ' inappropriate not to treat them in a single
category. Many areas of active intraplate volcanism are well-exposed in
Africa and have been well studied; the association in them of volcanics and
a structurally and topographically high area is well-established (Burke and
Whiteman, 1973; Thiessen et al., 1979). The volcanics of Dakar, near sea
level, are not an exception, since subsurface data (Spengler and Deteil,
1966) reveal an underlying youthful structural elevation. There is a
complete spectrum of intraplate volcanic areas in Africa, from uplifts with-
out any volcanism (e.g. Fouta Djallon) through minor volcanism of alkaline
type (e.g. Air) to more abundant alkaline volcanism (e.g. Tibesti), to areas
of voluminous tholeiitic flood basalts together with comparatively minor
alkaline volcanics (e.g. Ethiopia).	 In all cases a structural uplift is
associated with the volcanic area; the size of this uplift varies, although
most tend to be 100 to 200 km acress (Burke and Whiteman, 1913). There
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seems to be a tencency for the areas with larger volumes of volcanics to
have larger diameters of uplifts, although it becomes possible to resolve
subsidiary uplifts within the larger ones (e.g. Ahaggar; Black and Birod,.
.
1970). Thus it is not wholly clear whether the larger uplift structures are
merely groups of smaller ones, or whether the smaller diameter uplifts in
t them are secondary to the larger, but generally lower amplitude uplifts.
This spectrum of intraplate volcanism can be seen, less well displayed,
on other continents, but it is more significant that it is also developed in
the oceans, and that the alkaline and tholeiitic volcanics in oceanic hot
spots are essentially indistinguishable from those in continental hot spots.
Again, the African plate provides many of the best examples. Oceanic intra-
plate volcanic areas also show a variation in volume from the largest, like
Hawaii, with abundant thoieiite and minor alkaline volcanics, to relatively
small edifices, like Ascension, that are mainly alkaline volcanics. Intra-
plate volcanic areas of very small volumes, like some of those on the African
continent, are harder to detect in the oceans,and uplifts without accompanying
volcanism harder still. Nevertheless, careful study has detected them in one
area (Menard, 1973).
Because alkaline magmas are erupted in places within present island arcs
and collisional orogens, it is not possible to detect "intraplate type" or
"hot-spot" type activity unambiguously within such zones of con v ergence even
hough it may well occur. however, it is possible to detect such volcanism
along divergent plate boundaries because of the alkaline character of some
of the magmas, the excess volume of magma and the associated structural
uplift. The occurrence of "hot-spot" type volcanism at discrete and long-
lasting sites along divergent plate boundaries is, we sug gest, one of the
most significant properties of their distribution, and helps considerably in
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winnowing the ^^^any hypotneses put forward for their ori g in. In particular,
since the lithosphere is thin to virtually non-existent at spreading ridge
crests and is created progressively away from them, it is unlikely that
either the crack propagation hypotheses of Turcotte and Oxburgh (1973) and
Oxburgh and Turcotte (1974), or the dense anchor-asperity hypothesis of Shaw
and Jackson (1973) are correct. An "ac;,ive mantle" hypothesis for hot-spot
origin, such as proposed by Wilson (1963), is more satisfactory.
A similar spectrum of size and volume of magmas can be seen in those hot
spots located on divergent plate boundaries. The central and north Atlantic
contains the best examples. These range from the anomalously elevated area
at 45°N on the ridge, where there seems to be relatively little excess vol-
canism, through the Azores, with mostly alkaline volcanism constructing small
islands above sea level, to the extreme of Iceland, with its voluminous ex-
cess tholeiitic volcanism and, in relative terms, minor alkaline magmatism.
Anomalous (with respect to spreading-ridge basalt) geochemical signatures,
particularly 87 Sr/ B6Sr (White, et al., 1976) correlate exactly with discrete
anomalously elevated ridge crest areas, in Iceland, 45°N, :he Azores, and near
34°N (Colorado Seamount). The distinctive geochemistry of the "excess"
r^^agmas argues strongly for a separate (deeper) source for them (Schilling,
1973) compared with normal spreading-ridge basalts. It is because the latter
are usually produced in a fairly constant anount through a wide range of
spreading rates that the "excess" character of the hot-spot magmatism along
ridge axes can be easily detected.
The connection between flood basalts and the largest hot spots is
clearly shown by Iceland. The island itself consists of flood basalts, and
the hot-spot tracks that lead away from Iceland go to large areas of flood
basalts in East Greenland and the northern British Isles (Fig. 4). These
basalts were erupted during the initial rifting that lead to successful
sea-floor 'spreading in the northern Atlantic beginning abqu4 6O.Ma ago.	 o2
Tne relics of associated central alkaline volcanoes of that age are well
known from Scotland. A younger but similar situation is seen in the Afar
(Fig. 3), where the Ethiopian Traps erupted before and up to the opening
of the Red Sea and Gulf of Aden. If the Pacific plate were not moving so
rapidly with respect to the source of the Hawaiian magmas, the accumulation
of igneous material at present rates of production would clearly rival
Iceland, and although the Hawaiian Emperor hot-spot trace (Fig. 4) does not
lead back to a site of rifting and a large flood basalt pile, it is appro-
priately grouped with other flood basalt-producing objects. Several other
large hot spots do have tracks leading back to rifting sites and accumula-
tions of flood basalts (Fig. 4), in particular Tristan /Gough to the Kaokoveld
and Parana basalts which were erupted just before and up to the opening of
the South Atlantic 120 Ma ago; and Reunion to the Deccan Traps, which were
erupted about 65 m.y. ago just before rifting in the Gulf of Khambat and
removal of the Seychelles from India (McKenzie and Sclater, 1971). The
Galapagos hot spot, although its tracks do not lead back to preserved flood
basalts, is sited on a spreading ridge that started about 25 Ga ago by rift-
ing across older oceanic crust generated at the East Pacific Rise (Hey, 1977
). It may not be a coincidence that the Galapagos hot
spot, as shown by its area and the volume of ma gmatic products in its
tracks, is a relatively large one, like others that have been listed as
associated with flood basalt production and initial ocean opening. Ocean
opening in the Labrador Sea-Baffin Say was accompanied by the flood basalt
volcanism (about 60 Ma) which is now preserved on Disko Island, and Cape
Dyer of Baffin Island. The hot spot that produced this volcanism made the
shallow sill to Davis Strait as a track, but is now obviously extinct.
is as: nc: a coincicence tna: srreac=n; ceased it the LArraGCr .23
Sea-Baffin Sa; at the sam e
_ time or shortly after the hot spot died. This
case illustrates the point emphasized by Vogt (1972), that the volumes of
magma generated in hot-spot sites vary with time, although, unlike him, we
do not think there is strong evidence for synchroneity in this variation
among many hot spots. Thus, the amount of magma produced by the Hawaiian
hot spot, jud ged by the volume of the track, was very small at the time of
and shortly after the bend formed in the Hawaiian-Emperor chain. Its volume
may have been no more impressive at that time than one of the smaller present
ocean island hot spots, like St. Helena. The point we wish to make here is
that voluminous flood basalt-producing hot-spots are the same kind of object
as the smaller ones, and that one can change into the other, and back again,
with time. They may also die out, in terms of their volcanic expression,
temporarily or permanently., They vary a great deal in the lencth of time
during which large quantities of tholeiitic magna are produced, from the
short burst of the Columbia River basalts (Saksi and Watkins, 1973) and
Deccan Traps (Wellman and McElhinny, 1970) to the more extended histories
of Iceland and Hawaii.
Large flood thoieiite events in the oceans seem, in some instances,
to produce huge sill complexes, probably because of the limited abilities
of even mafic lava to travel underwater before chillino. Such sill com-
plexes (Fig. 4) have been identified underlying large portions of the
Caribtean (Burke, et al., 1978b) and the submarine plateaus of the western
Facific (Winterer, 1975). The Mid-Pacific Mountains, one of the 1after,
may perhaps be traced to the hot spots of either Easter Island and/or
Pitcairn Island through the Tuamotu-Line Islands track. Sill complexes
are, of course, also important camponents of mane continental flood basalt
events, particularly the early Jurassic karw and ferrar dolerites of Sou n
Africa and the Antarctic, and the mid-Cretaceous Isachsen diabase of the
Canadian Arctic (Fig. 4).
It is of note that all major flood basalt events (where at least some
`	 of the extensive lavas and/or sills are still preserved) were connected with
extensive rifting and, in most cases, with successful opening of an ocean.
Two large and well known ones not associated with successful ocean opening
are the Columbia River basalts and the Siberian Traps.
Well-preserved remnants of older flood basalt and/or sill complexes are
seen back to 2.15 Ga. Most remnants are found within old rifts and aulacogens
because the accidents of erosion through geolo gical time have claimed any
more extensive basalts lying relatively higher outside them. The most
prominent flood basalt remnants of Palaeozoic or older age lying outside
old rifts and of any significant extent are the 600 Ma-old Antrim basalts of
N.W. Australia, the 1100 Ma-old Keweenawan lavas and sills north of lake
Superior, and the 1900 Ma- old Kimberly Plateau basalts and sills, also in
N.W. Australia. Within old rifts there are many more examples; prominent
ones in North America are the rifts of about 1100 Ma, which include the Copper-
mine River (N.W. Territories), part of which may be outside the rift defined
by Burke and Dewey (1973), Seal lake (Labrador), Gardar (S. Greenland),
Kew eenawan and its extension in the mid-continent rift and gravity high,
and various aulacogens along the Cordilleran margin of the Korth American
craton, including one exposed in part in the Grand Canyon. Another prominent
rifting episode is that shown by the extensive tholeiitic sill complex
(about 2.15 Ga old) that invades what we interpret as the initial rifting
facies clastics and volcanics (arkoses, sandstones and basalts, etc. of the
Seward and part of Attikamagen Formations) which are preserved in the fold
and thrust b,lt of the Labrador Trough (3aregar, 1967).
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Associated with  this 2.15-Ga rifting and ocean operi ng event is an
extensive dike swarm (Fahrig and Wanless, 1963; Stevenson, 1968) that runs
(in Archean basement) sup parallel with the northern end of the Labrador
Trough and then turns to run obliquely along the Cape Smith belt, the con-
tinuation of the Labrador Trough in northern Ungava. This dike swarm is the
last relic of a flood basalt event; a very similar although smaller example
is seen close to and subparallel with the western margin of the Appalachians
in northern Newfoundland (Williams, 1967), where it (and nearby small relics
of flood basalts) was associated with the early Cambrian or slightly older
opening of the ocean Tuzo Wilson called the Proto-Atlantic (1966), now termed
the Appalachian Ocean or Iapetus. Dike swarms as relics of flood basalt and
rifting events are common. The MacKenzie dikes, which extend a great dis-
tance NNW across the western part of the Canadian shield are of the same age as
the Keweenawan rifting and flood basalt event. There are no well-preserved'
segments of continental rifted margins older than 2.15 Ga, the opening age
of the Labrador Trough and Coronation oceans. however, there are examples
of extensive tholeiitic dike swarms, from which we infer that rifting events
like those recorded in younger rocks took place. The A pe ralik dikes in West
Greenland (McGregor, 1973), which are at least 3.0 Ga and perhaps as much as
3.6 Ga old (Pankhurst, et al., 1973) are evidence of the oldest rifting
event directly recorded. The nature of the older rocks they cut, containing
calc-alkaline voicanics, is to us indirect evidence of subduction, sea-
.	 floor spreading and yet oiler rifting.
One feature of low-metamorphic ;.{ade Archean volcanic terranes is that
they do not- -with very minor exceptions which could be younger than Archean
(Cooke'and Moorhouse, 196 ,c )--contain alkaline volcanic and plutonic rocks
like those which have been emplaced at present Not spot sites and are pre-
served sparingly in rocks up to about 2.5 Ga old. Judging by the largest
ipresent not spots, perhaps most of tner:. were large in the Archean and
erupted huge quantities of flood basalt-type tholeiite. Lavas and sills
generated in this way, if preserved from subduction, might be represented
within the extensive basalt$ in greenstone belts. Alternatively, efficient
i	 subduction of Archean oceanic lithosphere may have removed essentially all
the hot spot material and may have preferentially preserved island arc
edifices, which even today contain only rare occurrences of alkalic volcanic$.
Added to the small area of preserved Archean rocks, this small chance of
preservation of alkalic volcanscs may explain why they are so rare in such
terranes.-
FLUCTUATION IN VOLCANIC ACTIVITY?
An i,niportant question is whether, and if so by how much, the amount of
volcanism on Earth has fluctuated with time. This question is fraught with
difficulties. Older rocks are generally preserved in smaller proportions
relative to younger ones,so that the occurrence of volcanic rocks per unit
time could be expected to be less. Long ago, however, since hent generation
was greater, volcanism may also have been greater, and these effects may
partly cancel. Because oceanic rocks are destroyed by subduction and obduc-
Lion, the record { necessarily incomplete, generally only arc and conti-
nental rocks are ,p reserved. In spite of these difficulties. sc.-,e workers
have discerned episodicity in igneous activity, especially in the Precambrian.
The crude technique, popular twenty years ago, of plotting histograms of
isotopic a ges has fallen into disuse with the recognition of the complexity
of the record. A particularly significant observation is that the propor-
tion's of continental area representative of a particular time interval and
available for study are so small. For example, the Superior Province,
which is the largest Archean area on Earth, representing about half the
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total area of Arcnean rocks not obscured by later events, amounts to only
I'm of continental area. A more sophisticated approach considering the
isotopic compositions of Nd, Sr and Rb has been used by several authors
(e.g. McCulloch and Wasserberg, 1978) to show that many Precambrian conti-
nental rocks became isolated from the main mantle resevoir during an interval
of about 200 Ma roughly 2.7 to 2.5 Ga ago. This is a most interesting and
unexpected result.
Turcotte and Burke (1°78) used an indirect method to estimate volcanic
fluctuation with time during the Phanerozoic. Realizing that sea level
responds to the volume of the mid-ocean ridges, they inferred that the times
when the continents were most flooded were times when the ridges were most
active. By crudely calculating the proportions of heat escaping through
conduc^J on and ocean-floor aging, they were able to estimate that nearly
twice as much heat was escaping the Earth through the cooling of aging
ocean floor during the late Cretaceous episode of continental flooding as is
escaping in this way now. In order to keep the Earth at roughly the same
volume, they inferred that plate consumption also peaked at this time,
which is consistent with the familiar high concentration of circum-Pacific
batholithic emplacement during the Late Cretaceous and the Late Cretaceous
concentration of emplacements of Tethyan ophiolites.
CONCLUSION
It has been impossible to cover all aspects of volcanism through time
in such a short review, but it seems ap propriate to point out that the
history of volcanic activity on Earth as summarized here is best viewed as
Tuzo Wilson (1968a) first proposed,in the context of'cycles of ocean
opening and closing. Not only can rift, plate-margin and coliisional
vcicarisr- ee well acco- iodatecl within the framework -of "Wilson Cvcles" 	 28
(Dewey and Burke, 1974), but so can the role of hot spot (intraplat_ types
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F'IGUR r CAPTIONS
Fi;,ure 1. Heat production in the Earth from decay of radioactive isotopes
of U, Th 'nd K through geological time (after Lee, 1967)
Figure Z.
	 Cross-sections of oceanic spreading ridges (after Dewey and Kidd,
1977)
(a) Rifted, slow-spreading ridge.
(b) Non-rifted, fast-spreading rise crest.
Fi gure 3.
	 Tectonic sketch map of the Tibetan Plateau and surrounding
regions, emphasizing the Neogene- Recent volcanic rocks
(stippled). Lines with black triangles -- active thrust
boundaries; line with open trio;l gles -- inactive thrust
boundary; dot-dash lines -- active transcurrent faults.
Figure 4.	 World map with plate boundaries showing larger active hot spots
(black circles); their tracks, i.e. volcanic accumulations
left behind hot spots on moving-plates (stipple); large areas
of flood basalts and associated sills (hori ,Lontal ruling,
dashed where basalts mostly subsurface); submarine equivalent
of flood basalts, mostly sill co,iplexes (vertical ruling -
dished "here tentative). Approxi-,ate ages of flood basalts and
sills given in millions of years, as are the ages of the oldest
portions of some hot-spot tracks. dumber underlined is age of
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Anomalous topography is relief which is not associated with either
plate boundaries or normal non-plate margin edges of continents. (Burke,
et.al ., 1977) Erosional processes tand to reduce relief on land to near
'sea level within a few mill i on yehrs. Thus "normal" non-plate boundary
areas lie within a few hundred meters of sea lev;.l. Anomalous areas
considered here are those areas above 500 meters.
The two areas which fall into the anomalous category in South America
are the Guyana Highlands and the Brazilian Highlands. The Guyana Highlands,
in southern Venezuela and westerr. British Guiana, constitutes the smaller.--
more eouidimensional uplift. 'he Brazilian Highlands occupy a larger, more
irregular area in central, eastern and southern Brazil. Both areas have
some elevations above 1000 meters. (Figure l) An examination of the
geologic history of these areas is presented with the hope of determining
some constraints on models explaining anomalous topography.
Methods of Investigation
In this I have attempted to determine the timing and cause of uplift
of the two major anomalous areas. Generalized (and when necessary, detailed)
stratigraphy of the uplifted areas and their surrounding regions was examined
to determine the timin g of uplift. Depositional hiatuses or erosional sur-
faces in the highland stratigraphy, synchronous with increased deposition
of hi g hland derived elastics in the surrounding basins should provide
constraints on timing of uplift. Progradation of river, with a dramatic
increase in clastic input should provide evidence of accelerating uplift
of their source areas. Therefore, rivers draining these areas were examined
to see if seaward surges could be identified.
Structural features in the anomalous areas have been examined to
discover possible reasons for uplift. Structures could provide pertinent
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Geolocic Summary
The Guyana Highlands consist of a sequence of clastic rocks overlying
a basement complex of metamorphic rocks. This basement complex is comprised
of two units. The lower of these two units, the Imataca complex of Venezuela
and the lower basement complex of British Guiana, is characterized by grani-
tic and amphibolitic gneisses, iron bearing quartzites, and sericites,
chlorite and talc schists and phyllites, peomatites, gabbros, dolerites and
spillites. (Lopez, 1956; Bracewell, 1956; Hurley and Rand, 1973) These
rocks are early Precambrian in age, dated as 2700-3400m.y. by Rb-Sr whole
rock analysis. (Hurley and Rand, 1973)
Overlying this complex is the Pastora series, consisting of volcanic
rocks and voicanicenic and pelitic sediments of late Precambrian age,
metamorphosed during the Trans-amazonian Oroceny, ap p roximately 1800-2100
m.y.b.p. (Hurley and Rand, 1973)
Unconformably overlying this basement system is the relatively flat
lying, detrital, Roraima sequence. This consists of about 1400 meters of
thinly and thickly bedded pink, yellow and white sandstones, reddish
quartzitic sandstones and quartzites, red, green and white (porcellanite)
Jasper, shale, conglomerate and boulder conglomerate. The basal unit of
the sequence is a ten meter thick diamond an6 gold bearing conglomerate.
(Lopez, Bracewell, 1956) The Roraima is divided into uapEr, riddle and
lower units b y red Jasper horizons which appear conformable but are
likely to diccuise ajor depositional hiatuses. (Gansser, 1974) There
Both the Proterozoic and Permo-Triassic dikes intrude the lower and middle
Roraima members. The upper unit ho;:ever, is unaffected. This suceests a
post-Permo-Triassic ace for the upper unit. Tentative fossil evidence,
and stratigraphic correlation with sediments of the table mountains to the
west suavest a cretaceous age (80m.y_) for the upper Roraima sediments.
-
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The Roraima sequence is found overlying much of the basement complex in
eastern Venezuela and western British Guiana, and in general correlates with
areas of high topography. The highest topography occurs in the Fakaraima
Mountains which traverse the border, with Mt. Roraima as the highest peak.
(Figure 2)
Basin Analysis Around the Guyana Xighlands
As deposition of the Roraima formation occurred at least until the
upper cretaceous, it is assumed that the time of uplift of the anomalous
area is post-cretaceous. Therefore, an examination of the tertiary strati-
graphy in the surroundin g depositional basins was conducted in search of
resedimented Roraima.
The eastern Venezuelan basin is located between the guyana shield on
the south and the coastal ran ges on the north. More than 12,000 meters of
mesozoic and cenozoic sandstones, limestones and shales are preserved.
(Hedberg, 1956; Liddle, 1946) These appear to be typical shelf sediments,
with continental affinities increasing toward the guyana shield. Notable
in this sequence is the Santa Ines formation of Miocene age. It is much
thicker than any of the other cenozoic formations (3500-7000 meters thick).
Overlapping beds and depositional inclination su ggest rapid deposition.
The unit is c;.mprised of coarse grained sandstones and massive conglomerates
containin g c;-ert, quartzite and limestone pebbles, and schist fragments.




These miocene sediments appear to be thick fanglomerate deposits
adjacent to a rapidly rising highland. Whether or not this highland was
the auvana is not clear because the uplift of the coast ranges of Venezuela
culminated in the Miocene. (Beck, 1973; i-aresch, 1974) Resolution of
this q uestion will have to await datin g of the metamorphic fragments, which
snouic ba r-ecambrian if aua•ana is the source and cretaceous it the source
is the coast ranges.
Another area containing possible resedimented highland strata is the
northern coastal region of British Guiana. This area contains the tertiary
white sand series.' This is comprised of red, yellow and white fine grained
sands, quartz gravels and reddish clays. These deposits attain a maximum
known thickness of 2100 meters at the mouth of the Berbice River. The
coastal deposits become restricted in area further inland. They appear, to
occupy the valleys and estuaries of an old river system. These sediments
become coarser in proximity to the Pakaraima Mountains.
An important feature of the white sand coastal and alluvial deposits
is their alluvial diamond content. (Bracewell, 1956) The only recognized
source of these diamonds is the basal Roraima unit. (Lopez, 1956; Brace-
well, 1956) As the headwaters of the tertiary river s ystem appear to be
in the Pakaridma Mountains, it is likely that the white sand formation
consists to a great degree of resedimented Roraima.
The age cf the white sand depcsits is possibly miocene-pliocene, as
dated by foraminifera in aretaceous sediments drilled from a test well
near New Amsterdam. (Bracewell, 1956)
An examination of the Orinoco and Amazon River deltas for indications
of uplift of the Guyana Highlands did not reveal any correlations. The
generalized survey of the tertiary of the Amazon basin (Bigarella, 1973)
and the more detailed stratigraphic analysis of the delta area (Oliviera,
1956) do not indicate either the presence of resedimented highland elastics
or massive progradation of the delta due to uplift of the Guyana Highlands.
Brazilian Highlands
Geol oci c Su xnary
The geology of eastern Brazil is comprised of outcropping Brazilian




cepositional basins are divided into six major stratigraphic sequences
separated by regional scale unconformities. (Campos et.al ., 1976) The
rocks of the Brazilian shield are divided into lower, middle and upper
Precambrian.
The lower Precambrian consists of metamorphosed granite rocks, peg-
matites and dikes older than 2200m.y.b.p. and includes the Trans-Amazonian
orogenic cycle. These rocks range from ultrabasic to granitic, including
pegmatites and volcanics. The upper Precambrian consists of the Uracuano
cycle (900-1400m.y.b.p.) and the Brazilian cycle (700-450m.y.b.p.) The
Brazilian cycle involved intense orogeny, migmatization and intrusive
activity. (Almeida et.al ., 1973; Oliviera, 1956)
Campos et.al . (1974) distinguish a metasediment platform cover from
the basement complex. This consists of early to late Cambrian arkoses,
pelites and limestones, partly deformed during the last episodes of the
Brazilian Oro geny, and Cambro-Ordovician silicic igneous rocks.
The six phanerozoic depositional sequences are found in both the
intercratonic and coastal basins. However, the lower three se q uences are
much better developed in the intercratonic basins then in the coastal
basins. The first sequence is com p rised of thick coarse sandstones and
basal conalorerates overlying the eroded metamorphic surface. These sedi-
ments were deposited in the topographic depressions resultant from the
Brazilian foldbelts, and ran ge in age from Silurian through Devonian.
Sequence II is deposited over a glacial erosion surface developed on
seouE,nce I, and continued basin filling from lower Carboniferous to :ermo-
Triassic. Cycles of sandstones, evaporites, carbonates and black shales
with the interior basins suggest fluctuations of climate from arid to humid.
Sequence III is separated from the underlying sediments by a major
erosional unconformity which locally stripped sedimentary cover to the
basement. The sequence contains pre-rift red beds (shales and sandstones)
sills from 110- 148m.y. old, associated with syntectonic sediments are
found in the central and southern basins.
Sequence IV ran ges frod Aptian to Santonian age and contains local-
.	 ized evaporates and limestones in the interior basins and thick evaporitic
sections in the coastal basins. These are underlain by continental basal
conglomerates and sandstones. The evaporites grade upward into beach sand-
stones, limestones and marine shales. This is the first recorded marine
sedimentation on the present Atlantic margin of Brazil, however, the
equatorial coastal basins contain no evaporites from this sequence._
(Campos et.al ., 1974)
Sequences V and VI are not distinauished in sediment type and are
only locally separated by an Oiiaocene-Miocene unconformity. Throughout
the Cenozoic, terrigenous sandstores and shales, with some limestones, are
common. Beach, shelf and slope facies of a prcgrading continental margin,
undergoing oscillatory transgressions and regressions are represented by
these sediments. (Ponce and Asmus, 1976)
Relation of T000graohy to Structures
Ponce and Asmus (1976) describe three general categories of elevated
to pography: tablelands (tabulieros and chapadas), cuestas and ridges.
Tableland are sedimentary plateaus formed by flat lying Mesozoic and
Cenozoic strata. These are presently bounded b,• erosional cliffs. Cuestas
are open basins with shallow inward centripetal dips. Ridges are elongate
areas of high, rugged topography. These features are present in figure 4a.
The authors su ggest that many of these topographic features are bounded by
or localized on reactivated basement structures.
The Tucano, Jetoba and Araripe tablelands, about 500-700 meters high,
have some boundaries which coincide with Precarnt,rian linen,—tints in the
basemen;--loor. (Fi gure 4b) (Ponte and Asmus, 1976)
The uplift of the Serra do Mar region began in the upper Cretaceous
along preexisting Cambro-Ordovician (Brazilica Orogeny) fault trends. It
is likely that these faults resulted from the reactivation of Trans-
Amazonian structures. Two other tectonic episodes occurred during the
Oligocene and Pliocene, accentuating relief and initiating intensive
erosion. Current seismicity in the Serra do Mar indicate that the region
is still somewhat active. (Aimieda, 1976)
Although it is clear that basement ;:rends have some influence on the
form of the small scale uplifts mentioned, other areas of high topography
are unaffected. ?t is likely that basement reactivation is only a response
to some other mechanism of uplift.
Basin Analvsis Around the Brazilian Hichlands
An examina}ion of the Tertiary sediments in the coastal basins of
Brazil reveals a thick, continental clastic section deposited in Miocene-
Pliocene times. (Figure 5) The Barreiras is well developed in the
Reconcavo, Sergipe-Alagoas, Potiguar and Recife-Joao-Pessoa basins.
(See Figure
	
for basin locations.) In the Recife and Reconcavo basins,
the elastics overlie Miocene carbonates and shales. In the Sergipe-
Ala goas basin, Miocene-Oliaocene marine sediments are thin or absent. In
the Poticuar basin, the 5arreiras g roup unconformably overlies ",aestrichtian
carbonates. (^smus and Forte, 1973)
hlmaida (1976) correlates the Barreiras group with continental
Pliocere deposits in the Santos basin. He suggests that the areal extent
of these continental elastics is indicative of uplift of all of central
and eastern Brazil in the Pliocene.
Judging from the data available it is likely that much of the anomalously
high topography was uplifted in Pliocene times. Pre-Pliocene uplifts
probably also occurred, although perhaps not on such a regional scale.
ioneous Activity
Southeastern Brazil is an area of extensive alkaline and basaltic
magmatism. (Figure 6a) A period of early cretaceous basaltic extrusion
and diabase dike and sill injection is associated with the opening of the
'South Atlantic.- Northeastern Brazil was unaffected by this volcanism.
f	 (Campos et.al ,	 )
A second, late cretaceous to early tertiary igneous activity, although
less widespread, resulted in thick volcanic accumulations in central and
southern Brazil. This younger volcanism has been associated with igneous
activity along various oceanic fracture zones. (Figure 6b) (Ponte and
Asmus, 1976)
Conclusions
Stratigraphical analyses of the depositional basins surrouiding the
two anomalous areas suggest that the Guyana Highlands were uplifted between
late Cretaceous and Miocene times and the Brazilian Highlands were uplifted
in pre-Pliocene (probably Miocene) times. Although the timing of uplift
is fairly well constrained, the causes and mechanisms of uplift are much
less certain.
Two hypotheses have been submitted by Burke et.al . (1977): uplifting
in response to a mantle hot spot and uplift due to intraplate stresses.
A hotspot mechanism for the uplift of the 6razilian Highlands may
have some val di •.y. The peak of magmatic activity at about 65m.y. could
be associated with the initial stages of uplift which is still in effect
today. Erosion would level any high topography in a few million years
which was not constantly and dynamically maintained. If volcanism is an
accurate indicator of high heat flow in the lithosphere, then the sporadic
igneous activity in the Brazilian Highlands does not provide compelling
evidence of hotspot activity continuous from 80m.y. to present.
The Guyana Highlands contain no cenozoic magmatic rocks. Thus a
2
nctsp: mechanism for this uplift is unli kely.
	 .
Uplift as a response to intraplate stress 's difficult to quantita-
tively constrain because the state of stress in the lithosph:re is unknown.
Examination of anomalously high topographic areas on both sides of the
Atlantic sug ges t: that crude correlations can be drawn between the age of
the terrairs being uplifted and their form. Areas of old Precambrian
crystalline rocks, such as the Brazilian, Guyana, and Canadian Shields
seem to be characterized by broad uplifts. Paleozoic and younger mountain
belts tend to form narrow elonate uplifts correlative with the shape of
the Orogen. If both types of areas are responding to the same intraplate
stresses, the difference in their form may be the result of crustal
anisotropies. To a first approximation, the shield areas respond in a
homogeneous fashion while the younger mountain belts behave anisotropi-
cally. The old structures preserved in the shield areas seer, to have
second order effects on the boundaries of the elevated areas in Brazil,
but little evidence is found for this in Venezuela.
As the two anomalous areas are large in scale, it is unlikely that
a model explaining their origin can be formed from, an examination of South
America alone. Any mooLl proposed for the formation of these broad
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Location of anomalous topographic areas of South America. a) Guyana
Highlands; b) Brazilian Highlands.
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Distribution of magmatism and fracture zone trends.
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Plateau Uplifts: Mode
and Mechanism
This meeting report was prepared by T. R. McGetchrn
(Lunar and Planetary Institute, Houston. Texas), K.
Burke (State University of New York. Albany), G.
Thompson (Stanford University. Stanford. California).
and R. Young (State University of New York, Geneseo)
Introduction
One of the keys to understanding the dynamics of
p late interiors is the puzzle of plateau uplifts, espec;a14%
those isolated from active mountain belts. These are 0.
particular interest because they ap parently involve
deeply rooted processes and are independent of activ:
subduction. Some of these areas are-capped oy .young
alkaline vdlcanics, while some are free of voicanics.
Putorana in Siberia, the Adirondacks and Black Hiiis, c•
North America, and the Serra do Mar in Brazil are tvp+-
cal cases — irregular areas 100-200 km in diameter, 1
km above their surroundings. Volcanic-ca pped uplifts
are common in Africa (Ahaggar, Tibesti. Jos Plateau.
Ngaoundere, and the Cameroon Zone). as are exarnDte_
of the volcanic-free u p lifts lFouta Djallon, Angola.
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boat to the Lake Meac region
Adamawa, and high Veldt). The Colorado Plateau may
be similar to volcanic-capped African uplifts.
in order to address the origin of these intriguing
features, a conference on Plateau Uplifts: Mode and
Mechanism was held August 1 4-16,1978, in Flagstaff.
Arizona, cosponsored by Working Group 7 of the Inter-
Union Commission on Geodynamics and the Lunar and
Planetary Institute. The meeting was hosted by the U.S.
Geological Survey. Sixty participants spent three days
discussing various aspects of plateau uplifts:
geomorphology, structurargeoiogy and tettbnics, deep
crustal and upper mantle structure from geophysics,
petrologic and geochemical constraints on models, and
models for plateau uplifts. While discussion naturally
focused on the Colorado Plateau, uplifts on virtually all
th6 continents were discussed as were plateau features
on the sea floor and the planet Mars. About 50 of the
participants enjoyed a 2-day premeeting field trip from
Las Vegas, Nevada, to Flagstaff, Arizona. Highlighted
were structural and stratigraphic relations along the
Uplift Mechanisms
More than a dozen different mechanisms were pro-
posed to account for the plateau uplifts during this con-
ference, which in some form or other could be applied
elsewhere in the world, These ihclude (1) thermal
expansion of the lithosphere due to a deep mantle
plume or not spot, (2) thermal expansion due to overrid-
ing and subduction of a ridge, (3) thermal expansion
due to shear heating, accompanying relative motion
along the lithosphere-asthenosphere interface, (4)
volumetric expansion accompanying partial melting, (5)
hydration reactions within the mantle, such as serpen-
tlnization, (6) introduction of volatiles from a deip-
seated source beneath, due to heating or some other
dehydration mechanism affecting high-pressure
hydrous phases such as phlogopite, amphibole, or
humite, (7) depletion of 'fertile mantle' in garnet and iron
due to partial melting, producing a chemically depleted,
refractory residuum of tower density than the original
garnet Iherzolite. (8) 'crustal thickening' due to a
horizontal mass transfer of material (by an unspecified
process), (9) underplating or subduction at a very
shallow (or even horizon t al) angie, 0 0) metamorphic
(solid state) reactions Such as basalt-e :logite or Spinal-
ofivine, ll 1) 'simple' subduction,, (12, cessation of sub-
duction and complex reactions accompanying thermal
reeGuilibration Of a slay which has stopped. 0 3) reac-
tivation of preexisting low-angle (!,strict thrust faults.
TABLE 2. Major Plateaus and High P :sins of the World tKossima, 1933)
Mean Elevation, in	 Area. 1000 km=
German Subalpine Foreland 500 3SIceland Plateau 600 70New Castille Plateau 600 60Old Castilla Plateau 700 70French Massif Central 700 70Scandinavian Highlands 700 350Deccan Plateau 800 400Shotts (Atlas) Piaiesu 800 80
Neid Plateau (Arabia) 900 700Ansto:ian Plateau (Asia Minor) 1.000 500Kalahari 1.000 2,100
Tw;m Basin 1,100 60030bi 1,100 1.650East African takes Plateau 1,200 1,000Iranian Plateau 1,300 1.000Great Beam (United States) 1,500 600Colorado Plateau 1,800 500Greenland ice Plateau 1.900 1.870Armenian Highlands 2.000 3C0Yunnan High:ands 2.000 300Mexican Plateau (Alti p lano) 2.000 350Ethiopian Plateau 2.200 450Antarctic Ice Plsleau 2.500 12.800Ecuador Plateau (Altiplano) 3,000 15Bolivian Plateau (Alti plano) 3.800 350Pamir P l ateau 4,000 100Tibetan Plateau 4,500 2.000Tharsis area on Mars 10.000 16,000
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and finaii% 1141 oetacnmen: and touncering of large
p ieces of ine titnosbnere oeneatn the continents
(termed 'osiamination') and flow of mantle material in
the asinenosphere to replace it. (The Large Subterra-
nean frog of classic Chinese and Ja panese literature
whose burping was believed to be responsible for
earthq uakes and volcanic eru ptions went unnoticed; an
oversignl by the program committee.) The consensus
seemed to be that an the continents, uplifts of regional
extent are invariably related to plate motions-
subduction or fission. Or, trio ocean floor theyare
not. On Mars we have insufficient data to discuss
the problem intelligently, tempting though it is to Specu-
late on the possible implications of Tharsts for Martian
plates in some incipient form.
Uplifts of this World
Since the term 'uplift' implies upward structural dis-
p lacement, there is commonly ambiguity and argument
regarding what constitutes an uplift, in contrast to an
area which is topographically high for a variety of other
reasons. This is particularly true in areas where
geological data are sparse. Following Holmes• plateaus
are cefined as broad uplands of considerable eievation.
Terrestrial plateaus occur both on the continents and
on the ocean floor. Some are associated with plate
margins both convergent and divergent, and others are
not. as Table 1 shows.
Brdad areas of sea floor stand significantly above the
mean de p th: these are of conside rable interest oecause
the sea floor, in some sense at least, is Simpler than the
continents. Crough developed a theory of ocean rises
illustrated by the Hawaiian Swell. The lithosphere thins
abruptly as it moves over hot s pots and then thickens
by slow cooling as it moves away, controlled by the
same p rocesses as lithosphere moving away from a
spreading ridge. The ra p id heating cannot ae
arcomplisned by conduction but may be caused by
intrusion of dikes into tie lithosphere.
Plateaus of the sea floor may owe their eievation to
any of several ca;:ses some ate volcanic p-*tes
(Manihiki one O^long Java p lateaus in the Pacific).
some are believed to be continental fragments
(Seychelles), an0 other$. tnermal perturbatiOns
(expanoeo mantle) Problems occur when these
features encounter active subduction zones. Trio floor
of the Caribbean is believed to be occu p ied by sucn a
buoyant residuum of ocean floor plateau.
Continental uplifts (Table 2), because of intense ero-
sion rates, are by definition young •
 generally less !han
about 40 m,y. old. (Hence the oloest plateaus on ear;h
are to be found on the sea floor—at substantial dis-
tances from the ac tive spreading centers). Continents;
plateaus are commonly, but not exclusively, associateC
with plate margins. A M example of a plateau at divergent.
plate boundaries is in Ethiopia; those on convergent
Plato boundaries ore in Tibet. Iran, and the Shillong ane
Altiplano plateaus. The tatter are associated with active
convergence.
Continental uplifts also exist, however, which are not
associated with plate margins, namely, those lying with
in continents and remote from plate boundaries. A num•
bar of these exist in the world, some of which were dis-
cussed and summarized.
An interesting arn: i mba ,ant insight on the question
of the relative uplifts of large continental areas is pro-
vided by comparing data from the strahgraphic rec ord
on the percentage of continental areas flooded as a
function of time and by use of hynsometric curves to
infer the corresponding u p lift Use of this method
(Bond) suggests extensive post-Miocene uplift of
Africa, somewhat older (pre-Eocene) uplift of western
North America, extensive u p lift of Australia in Cre
-taceous time which had subsided substantially by
Eocene time. and post-Cretaceous uplift of central
Europe. The timing of such iritraplate plateau uplift o, im
relation to other regional and global tectonic events is
important. For example Burke p ointed out that the grew
African plateaus appear to begin in the early Tertiary c
a time when sea floor data elsewhere suggest that the
Africa plate had come to rest with respect to file
underlying convection patt;,!n.
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Pip 2a. Geo physical properties along an east -west cross secllon through the Colorado p lateau. The crustal Mr- ness
beneath Ine Colorado Plateau Is greater than Shat on either sine: its heat flow is above normal. its Pleclrlcal cor+duCtivlty
high and the p wa ve velocity is low. (Reprinted from Papers Presented to the Conference on Plateau lJoh." MOO& Ong
Vecttanism. Do 52- 54, Lun ar and Planetary Instrlute. Houston. Texas (Thompson and ZoGack, 19781.)
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	 S+v•'2^ otne • , ,ateai:f w!±^:-. cont^nen:s areas o''nt:
world were C +s_LSSe at in e con fe •ence T^* h'gr:
p lateau of contra' faexiuc is c,erisinfy rtiattc to the res'
Of trio American Cordillera, Fucugancni (sostraCt on,yi
suggests trial the Mexican volcanic Wit is the result of
trio subduction of the Cocos plate at trio mio-...Ie lca
trench in middle to late Tertiary time ono suggests that
suoduction of the East Pacific Rise may occur in the
near future. In this sense the Mexican highlands may be
an important clue to trio mic•Teriiary ipre•30 m.y.)
history of trio western United States.
Trio Rnenisri shield, In western Germany and Luxem-
burg, is a relatively small (200 n 100 km) out interest-
ing area beca use it has uncergone some 150 m of uplift
during the Quaternary. it is boundeo on all sloes by
seismically -.r; re rift valleys and by young volcanism
f6ifef area). An ambitious multidisciplinary investigation
is underway; the current working model (Illies) sug-
gests that the Rhenish shield is a fault-bounded struc-
tural block produced by northward displacement of the
Alps curing the late Tertiary and that the uplift and
volcanism are due to shear heating resulting from slip
at the base of the lithosphere. A comparision of the
Rhenish and Fe inoscandian shields (Thjifen and
Mmssner) shows that the Moho and astnenos phere are
considerably deeper under Fennoscandia; it is sug-
gesteo that Fennoscandia's up lift is due to its close as-
socialion with the Atlantic, possibly involving mantle
creep.
Tha Indian subcontinent (Kailasam) is flanked on the
north by the Tibetan plateau, tht largest and highest in
the world—this is the convergent plate boundary bel-
wee p t ;ie continental p lates of India and Eurasia; the
Shan plateau to the east is smaller but also has
ex perienced uplift over an extensive area. Four smaller
out substanal areas within peninsular India have under.
gone epeirogenic uplift during the Cenozoic — the Dec-
can and Karnataka in south India and Chats Nagpur
and Shillong plateaus in eastern and northeastern
I
	
	 !ndia All are being investigated for both scientific and
economic reasons, geodesy, seismic i ty, gravity. and
volcanic geology suggest that these plateaus are
active. A regional negativi: gravity anomaly is believed
'o indicate an unusually not upper mantle and deeply
rooted causes for the uplifts, such as plumes, hot spots.
and thermal expansion.
The uplifts Of Central Asia (Baikal and Tien Shan)
were described as a SW-NE striking arch. Rifts are as•
sociated with these uplifts, confined to their axes. Nor-
mal faults and earthquake local mechanisms suggest
that the Baikal Rift is an extensional feature oriented
&c r ess the arch- The u pper mantle beneath the arch has
low P. high O, and low de nsity, and it is in approximat e
iscista t i c balance. It is inferred that the asthencisphere
exiencs to the base of the crust u nder the uplift 4ateral
difference in lithosphere thickness aione. ho wever.
does not a ppear to account for the data, and lateralty
h e t erogeneous asthenos pheric p roperties are irriptied.
namely. a density contrast of 0.005 g%cm $ . The Soviet
investigator 2orin concludes that SW-NE compression
(from Tibet) cannot generate all the structures but that
uprise of hot mantle i s required.
The Tharsis region on Mars ^ s a large 0 6 million km2)
area in which the structural t,clift is believed to be about
10 km. A regional free air gravity anomaly of 500 mgal
'e associatea with Tharsis. Its surface is covered by
a pparently young volcanoes and volcanic plains.
Phillips described a number of possible evolutionary
s►enario.. J`1.t the m ?C r 'a"' :air.' S iha' o,ateat. 6Dllt'S
Cc O_Cur in planets witn0,^' Nell-coveloo*c ;state te:=
tonics
Colorado Plateau
Trio Colorsaz Platetu occupies most of ee•tern Utah
and parts of Colorado. APIOna, and New Mexico (Figure
1. cover illustration). Most rocks new ex posed are
un ieformed Mesozoic sediments at an average eleva-
lion of stout 2 km above sea levef. Tertiary igneous
rocks that include basa ltic "o sifiele vo(canics, kim por-
life and lamprophyre dikes. and interm ediate composi-
tion intrusive lacColithic canters are exposed within fine,
Mrf. •	 •
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Fig. 2b. Summary of geooh y sic& I propertir s through the Col-
orado Plateau-13S31n-Range province ooundary (zero on
abscissa) (Reprint ed from PI DOrS A 'esenled to the Conference
on fill eau Upt,N- Move anc M-ocnanism, oo. 10-12. Lunar and
P l anetary Institute, Houston, Tei~as (Chaoman of al.. 1978)).
province Basaltic volcanism predominates end is asso-
ciated with tensional Structures around the plateau
margins; the source of the basalts is mantle peridotites
(Moore). Xenoliths and geophysical data together pro-
vide rainy speci f ic constraints on the nature of the
fewer crust and u pper mantle; the upper mantle is
a pparently hot, possibly even partially molten.
The lower Crust and u pper mantle xenoliths found in
volcanic rocks show hydration e f fects (D. Smith) not
observed around the ptateai: margins (Padovani. Hall.
Simmons) Xenoliths suggest that the lower crust COn-
sists of high-rank mafic metaigneous rocks and the up-
per mantle of spinal peridotite at shallow depths and
garnet per idotite at greater depth (Kay and Kay; Silver
and McGetehin). An assortment of a pparently deep-
seated eclogitic rocks are present. exhibiting low-tem-
pera t ure, moderate- pressure mineralogy but with both
This page may be freely copMtl
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Fig. 3. Aerial pnotograroh *.'the Lake Mead region showing the geological features of the transition between the
Colorado Plateau (east. toward right) and the Basin -Range Otovinaes ( left). The view is northwatd in tCeberg Can-
yon, Lake Mead. showing tilted paleoxoit and Precambrian rocks overisin by Milady Creek Formation capped by
laves in Grand Wash. (Courtesy of U.S. Bureau Of Reotametiort)
pregrade AMC retrograde textures (Helmstsedt and
Schulze), which may be fragments of a subducted plate.
New, surface wave data (K *fler, Broil*, and Morgan)
indicate that the crust under the Colorado Plateau is dg
ktr: thick and is shieldlike. whereas the normal faulted
regions surrounding the p lateau have thinner crusts. A
very low P„ velocity ( 7.5 km/s) within the transition zone
i	 was indicated by n ew ►!fraction data. The upper mantle
j wave velocity under the plateau is anomalously low,
7.6 km/s. A refract i on line near Socorro in the Rio
Grand* Rift, just oft the southeast margin of the plateau.
'	 revealed a crustal thickness of 33 km. an ao;arent P, of
7.6 kmis, and a strong intracrustal reflection where a
magma chamber had been postulated inde pendently by
Sanford and by deep se i sm i c reflection ICOCARP).
New, deep - borehole heat 'low measurements ( Reiter.
Mansure, and Shearer) reaffirm that the surface flux in
the p:ateau is soaut 70 mW m or t .6 HFU (jwcal cm
s ••). Local exceptions seers to be due to hydi other mat
c i rcu l ation and recent volcanism. This flux is higher
than the average for areas of Precambrian crust and
suggests that the crust and upper mantle beneath the
plateau are unusually hot. As Thompson and ZObar,':
showed, magnetic anomalies indicate a more conduc-
tive, presumabty hotter, u pper mantle beneath the
oln tesu. The expansion caused by this heating may
support the elevation of the pia tesu. The narrow zones
of even thinner lithosphere which surround the plateau
may supply the force necessary to csus* the observep
E-W compressive stress in the p l ateau and to keep the
plateau from breaking apart. Cha pman. Furlong, Smith,
and Wechsler outlined the geophysical constraints on
the nature of the boundary between the Colorado
Plateau and Basin -Prange ( ses Figure 2), namely, abrux
changes in seismic energy release, heat flow, crustal
thickness, and P„ velocity but absence of significant
elevation difference.
Cenozo ic gravels a nd mid -Tertiary votcar.ics are cr u-
cial for interpreting the spcCifics of the uplift—its t^minq
and location (Olson and Brooks, Young). In tai;(. there is
some d ! sagreerndn t about whether there is significant
relative uplift between the Co lorado Plateau and Basin.
Range pr p v:nces, both of which are structurally high
(Damon; Pierce, Damon and Shatigullah). There is no
lout f thx'the entire region (western United States) is
structurally as weir as topographically elevated in re°a-
tion to sea level or the midcontinent. A structure c nlour
Rap drawn on the to p of the Precambrian would show
that tf a mountains of the Basin -Range stand even h,gr+
er than the Colorado Plateau. Hence while the Colorado
Plateau is a rather dramatic topographic high, its struc-
tural e levetion relative to the Basin-Range province on
the west, south, and east (Rio Grande Rift) is lower . T ne
currant view (Lucchitta; Shoemaker; Young) is that
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description Aemarits. Ano Possim* Tectonic 	 Author W aroDonent
Setting
1. Thermal expansion aut to	 Moving IithCaDnert overriding a hot s pot or
	
oetp mantle plume or 	 plume is nested: expansion causes uplift
not spot	 Litneephere may from as welt. and volesinism
may follow meibrog. Meweii is a pod exam-
ple; eastern Australia may be another.
2. Thermal ex pansion due 10	 SubauCtion of a mioOCeen ridge W hot
	overrriding and succut-	 spreadingConfer would introduce Abna-
tioh of ridge
	
molly hot rocks into the u000r mantle:
e111pshS10h resulting Could Cause uplift aria
extensive voicanism.
	
3 Thermal expansion cut to 	 t +scout heating of &near tone between
	
their hooting Along	 111MOSChert and asthenosOhert Can pro.
	lithCSohatt-asthen0-	 duct ex pansion And resulting uollft.
Sonora interface
	








partial Meiling about 2%; partial melting of the upper man -
tie would produce expansion,
S. Mydration reactions such Volatiles, introduced into a Cool YODW manlit Mess
as s•rpentinizatiGn could produce &irpentine. with about 10%
MUMOttiC expansion. Mess suggested this
for the Colorado Plateau in i 954.
6. Introduction c' volatile* Mumift. amphibole carbonate, and phlogooitt McGetchin-Silvet	 ftdue	 to	 ato p - Sesttd are observed in deep- seated nodules in
dehydration of hydrous kimborlilt; dah/dration Of theze Minerals
minerals and uOword transoort of 1M voiati!es would
Contribute 10 or eaust ex pansion alc possi-
bly partial melting.
7. Ex pansion due to dtp+e- Subcontinental and suboceanic 111MOSpheres Jordan
tion of 'ferlile * mantis to (uoo*r mantles) hove similar densities and
garnet and iron result- seismic veiccities but very different tam-
ing train basalt genesis peratures.
8 Crustal thickening cue tc Process described by Gillu l ly prior to wide Gillully
nohtonta!	 transfer	 of acceptance 0t auto Itclonles 10 explain
mass in the lower Crust apparent mass deficiency under the Basin-
Range and coincident elevation of the Col-
o r ado	 Plateau;	 details	 of	 process
uns pecified. -
9. Unoorp:ating or subdue Metamorphic	 assemblages, such	 as	 high. Heimstaed!-Schulze
lion	 at	 very	 shallow pressure low-temperature *clogites	 sup-
&note Cost	 that	 ophiol • tt-tike	 plates	 may	 exist
beneath 'he Colorado Plateau; some believe
that thrust angles Cou l d ** neatly horizon-
lot.
10. Metamor phic (solid staid Deep - ::sated	 solid-state	 exactions;	 would O'Connell &no Wasswbure
reactions
	 as	 aclogite- reouiro Meeting. in gtnersl, to drive reac- Lovering
basalt Or :01ne1-olivine tions to expansions. Greer,-Aingwoo0
1 1 'S;molo'	 subduction Nigh p,&SeAuS of South America and Tibet are Liprrnan- Chiis',isnban
indoor continental colli- examples of sim ple subduction processes. Coney
Sion during subduction The Colorado	 Plateau	 may	 have	 been Damon. PUC
underlain by a subduction zone prior to 3C
m.y., when the Eas t P acific Rise inter SWAG
the North American piste (Atwater, 1970).
12 Cessation of subduction Whin subduction stops, the cold downgoihg Tnor,.^.sdn-r,. 	 PUC
and
	
resulting	 thermal slab	 bests	 up.	 The	 resulting	 thermal Sover•Mc3eichin, PUC
ecui!ibration	 of	 static equilibration	 and	 metirro,ohic	 resclicna
slab (both retrcgraoe and p r og r ide) a re conpiex
but will procace ex pansion, reef&m0rph:sm,
and or ss:bly ve:c&,ism
13. isolation
	
of	 Colorado The	 Colo r ado	 P:ateau	 is	 part	 of	 a	 rr uch sally.
Plateau by listric mc , mal troader Rocky Mountai n uplift. .Vast. south. PUC
faulting	 in	 st,rrounriing and east of the Co l orado P'AIOAU, cruRtal
areas Vienuation is achieved by sirelching that is
accomoamod by listric norms! faulting	 In
this fasbion the C vl orsdo P,&teau becomes
isolated and remains intact The listric nor.
mal faults are preferentially Ioested along
preexisting earlier thrust faults.
14 Lithosoheric
	 o. amina . Owing to coding, li!h.schere Cetachr.s from Bird. PUC
tidA,	 1.4.,	 CetACh'fent crust a nd sinKs into war mer . v i scous, and
and foundering of large denser	 eslhoncsphere. Counterflow of
p ieces of subconUnon- n taheno .chat* warms Crustal rocks above;
In! Idhcsphett result is progress ive uplift and volcarism.
PUC denotes Watesu Uplift Contwence, Flagstaff, 197e.
This sane rosy at freely cootoo.
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prior to about 24 m.y. ago the Colorado Plateau was
topographically low. had low relief and internal
drainage, and nac not yet oevelo pec an integrated
tnrough-flowing river system (the Colorado) which
exited to the sea. There was significant faulting (includ-
ing Basin-Range eoisoce) in the Miocene betwee.i 18
and 20 m.y. ago. following which time the drainage
became integrated into the ancestral Colorado River
system (Pliocene time). which flowed off the plateau to
the west. The Peach Spring tuff is a key marker unit in
pinning down these relations. It a ppears that prior to
eruption of this ash flow the Basin-Runge province
stood topogra phically hign relative to the Colorado
Plateau; after about 10 m.y. the reverse was true. The
bulk of the regional uplift, some 1 km, occurred in the
Miocene during this 8-m.y. span (between about 18 and
10 m.y. ago), and the Colorado Plateau province has
stood high since. The regional uplift is obscured by con-
temporaneous Basin-Range faulting and relative subsi-
dence west of the plateau.
Lucchitta has pointed out that an important measure
of the uplift of the plateau with respect to sea level is
provided by upwarping and faulting of sea level or near
sea level deposits from the mouth of the Colorado to the
mouth of the Grand Canyon. He concludes (1) that
before Basin-Range faulting the plateau was lower
structurally and topographically than the country to the
west: (2) that at the end of Basin-Range faulting and
deposition (about 8 m.y. ago) the Plateau was 1.1 km
h•gher than the top of the adjacent basin fill. 4.3-5.7 km
higher than the floor of adjacent basins. but still lower
than nearby ranges; and (3) that since about 5 m.y. ago.
at least 880 m of uplift of the plateau and Basin-Range
have occurred through upwarping and faulting.
There was a general consensus that the plateau we
see in Arizona today has been inherited from the
modification of a regional northeast-sloping surface
related to a broader uplift of much of the western United
States dating from the Laramide. This old surface,
extensively eroded in early Tertiary time, is covered by
Oligocene volcanics on the western and southern
margin'of the plateau (Peirce. Young).
Lake Mead Region
The premeeting field trip route fled by 1vo Lucchitta
and Richard Young), in an east-west direction, crossed
Lake Mead and turned southward along the south-
western margin of the Colorado Plateau from, the mouth
of the Grand Canyon to U.S. interstate 40.1.E this area,
styles of tectonic deformation very from strike stir) fault-
ing in the north and west to simpler normal faulting in
the south and east (Figure 3). Principal features include
Laramide (65 m.y.) ulutons, early to middle Tertiary
uplift, erosion, volcanism, and faulting. The Peach
Springs tuff is a distinctive widespread stratigraphic
marker that cro ps out near the margin of the plateau.
This unit and the Miocene and Pliocene horse Sp; ing
Formation and Muddy Creek Formation are critical for
understanding the post-middie Miocene itructura+
history of the major plateau margin faults: the structural
and stratigraphic relationshi ps of these units thus were
focal points of the trip and of the meeting because they
define the time of uplift and position of the boundary of
the Colorado Plateau relative to the Basin-Range pro-
vince.
Conclusions
The conference closed with a lively discussion, lec
Bert Bally, Kevin Burke, and E. M. Shoemaker, wnich 3
locused on the question: What oow data do we need tC
address crucia l questions for the Colorado Plateau's
There was a consensus that the answers a ppl y to all 1
plateau uplifts of the world and that they well come fro,-#
many disciplines. Important new data are likely to be
contributed by (1) geologic and geomorphologic map-
ping of relations on the margins of uplifts, especially
supported by absolute age determinations of associ-
ated volcanics which will constrain the amount and tirr
ing of uplifts: (L) petrology of volcanic rot ks as clues 1- -4
their origin and relationship to subductir .1 plate	 =
margins: (8) petrology of xenoliths in volcanic rocks
which provide important clues to the composition and
state of the tower crust and upper mantle and, in partic
ular, metamorphic events occurring at depth through
quantitative constraints on pressure, temperature, and
chronology of these rocks (there is a critical need for
age-dating methods applicable to mafic and ultramafic
lower crustal and upper mantle xenoliths): and (4) geo-
physics which will continue to provide the bulk of data
for the physical properties of the lower crust and upper
mantle.
New programs such as Continental Drilling. COCOR-`_
satellite geodesy (e.g., NASA's proposed geodynamics
program), and consortia approaches to topical studies
may help considerably in providing new data.
Several conclusions were reached. U pper mantle
structure, composition, and thermal processes are the
key to understanding the ultimate causes of upfifl in vir
tually every case. It was generally agreed that the Col-
orado Plateau could not be separated from the region,&_,
uplift of western North America during Tertiary time.
The uplift of the Colorado Plateau province and adja-
cent regions can be bracketed in time between about
10 and 18 m.y.. and the magnitude of ur , v3rd movemem
was about 2 km. Available data (P. S velocity structure,
O electrical resistivity profiles, heat flow, and petrology
of volcanics and xenoliths) strong!y suggest partial
melting within the upper mantle under much of the
western United States. The'Colcrado Plateau uplift
problem' then becomes one of explaining (1) the ulti-
mate cause of the regional uplift of the American West
and (2) why the Colorado Plateau survived as a struc-
tural and topographic entity while the country surround-
ing it was being severely modified by faulting and
extensive erosion. It is apparent that the structural and
topographic unit known as the Colorado Plateau is
being 'nibbled' away from all sides by active erosion
and faulting.
It was pointed out, partly in jest, by George Thompson
that Dutton in 1892 sug g ested that uplifts are due pri-
marily to expansion. No less than 14 fundamental uplift
mechanisms were suggested (see Table 3), essentially
all involving subduction, plate motion, and/or expansion
due to heating or partial melting. The extensive volcan-
ism in and around the Colorado Plateau is clear evi-
dence that the upper mantle was being heated by some
process; g eophysical data on the current state of the
upper mantle support this view. The wealth of data
emerging from many disciplines is constraining the
many possibilities for models of uplift mechanics. This
conference was a dialogue among specialists of widely
different disciplines largely focused on the Colorado
Plateau: at the conclusion it was clear that we have
This cage may be freely copied
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made sucstanna , progress in the last decade but triere
was a clear Consensus On the need for-new cat& morn-
parisons to o:ateaus eisewnere on continents. on th€
sea floor, anc even on other planets (the Tharsts uQhft
on Mars) provided an overview that u p lifts are most
commonl y associated either (1) with subductron or its
direct effects or (2) with deep-seated thermal distur-
bances which result in expansion and uplift.
L.iice the Colorado Plateau itself, the problem of
Wit .eau uplifts is being niobied at from all
saes—progress is steady, if not spectacular.
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Two widespread features of the continental interiors of plates,
re-elevated ancient mountain chains and intra-continental basins, imply
considerable vertical displacement a long way from plate margins. The
rates at which uplift and subsidence occur in these envi-onments are
sufficiently slow that seismic risk in them is generall, , low. Basin
subsidence may occur for a variety of reasons but a t.;,incidence in timing
with plate-margin collisional episodes indicates the possibility that
stresses transmitted from the plate-margin help in initiating subsidence.
Although many intra-continental basins overlie rifts, cooling in response
to the thermal perturbation represented by rifting is not generally the
cause of basin subsidence.
INTRODUCT I Oi4
Studies by members of the Department of Geological Sciences at the
State University of New York at Albany concentrate on the tectonics of the
past. We have adopted the position that with the recognition of the plate
structure of the lithosphere (Wilson, 1965) basic understanding of the way
in which tectonic processes operate today has been achieved. We have
examined ancient rocks and structures with a view to seeing how the
processes that operated in the past resembled those act i ve now and to
assess whether observations on the ancient systems can help to illuminate
the way in which the modern processes are happening. The contrast with the
methods of seismologists is great, but the limitations that are imposed
both by the short periods over which earthquakes occur and by the short
length of the seismic record are well known (Allen, 1975). Our approach
has, perhaps, been to some extent compleiaentary.
Much of our effort has been spent in studying ophiolites, and this has
proved fruitful in furthering understanding of processes at mid-ocean
ridges and oceanic transform faults (see, for example, Dewey and Kidd, 1976
and Dewey and Karson, 1978). here I speculate briefly on two general
problems of intra-continental tectonics that emerge from studies of ancient
rocks and that have some relevance to a conference on intra-continental
seismicity because both types of phenomenon imply substantial displacements
within continents at a long distance from active plate boundaries.
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The history of elevation of these mountains since the collision between
Asia and India about 40 m.y. ago has not, as yet, been worked out in detail
but it is certainly complex. Evidence of antecedent drainage from Tibet to
India shows that-the Himalayas have gone up more recently than the Tibetan
plateau and folding of Recent sediments in the Tsaidam basin ($engdr and
Kidd, 1979) may indicate progressively younger, more northeasterly mountain
building.
Global assessments of current relative plate motions (for example,
Minster and Jordan, 1978) reveal that India and Asia continue to converge
at a rate of about 60 mm/yr. The general elevation of the collisional
mountains can be attributed to active tectonics resulting from this conver-
gence. Erosion rates among the great collisional mountains of Asia are
extremely high, and it has long been recognized that such erosion is rapid
enough to remove mountain belts in a few tens of millions of years (see for
a discussion of erosion rates, Blatt, et al., 1980, pp. 22-30). If the
Process of plane convergence responsible for the elevation of the collisional
mountains of Asia were to cease erosion could remove all vestiges of the
mountains within 100 million years.
An anomaly is that some quite old intra-continental mountain belts
are elevated today. For example, the Appalachians of North America where
the first convergent event happened about 450 m.y. ago and the last
continental collision about 290 m.y. ago contain extensive areas over 1 km
above sea level and reach, in two areas, an elevation of about 1.5 km. The
trend of the old fold belt shows up clearly in topographic maps although
some areas with the youngest tectonicm - for example, the Piedmont province
are not the most elevated. In the 6 ral Mountains, where collision occurred
about 290 m.y. ago, elevations in two areas also reach 1.5 km and a large
areas exceeds 1 km above sea level.
The Caledonides of western Europe, where convergence ended as long ago
as 350 m.y., also contain substantial areas higher than 1 km above sea
level and reach a maximum elevation of about 1.5 km.
Two possible explanations of these elevated ancient mountains are
(1) that estimated erosion rates are misleadingly high and (2) that the
old mountain belts, having had their elevations rapidly removed by erosion,
are re-elevated in response to renewed tectonic stress. Holmes (1965)
concluded that the first hypothesis was valid and that erosion rates were
particularly high at present because of the activities of man so that mis-
leadingly high estimates of erosion rates are obtained. Workers in south-
eastern Europe and Asia Minor have been particularly impressed with the
contribution of goats to rapid erosion (James Jackson, personal communica-
tion, 1979).
New light has been shed on the second hypothesis with the increasingly
widespread observation that intraplate stresses are commonly compressional
(see, for example, papers at this conference and S ykes, 1076). This
suggests the possibility that the old mountain belts serve to localize
newly applied intra-plate stresses and owe their elevation to the develop-
ment of compressional structures, thrust-faults at the level of brittle
fracture, in response to the concentration of intra-plate stress.
It is intuitively easy to envisage that the rocks of mountain belts,
even after the initial elevations have been eroded away, may contain weak
zones along which stain can be concentrated when intra-plate stress is
later applied. The oceanic parts of plate interiors being made largely of
olivine, are much stronger than the continental parts and therefore less
likely to fail in response to intrapiate stress. The interiors of the
continental parts of plates can be considered as broadly made up of
Phanerozoic mountain belts and material representing older Precambrian,
mountain belts.
A significant observation is that although considerable elevations do
occur locally within the older terrains (for example, the Torneg5t Mountains
of Labrador are made of gneisses yielding ages of up to 3.5 X 10 years and
are 1.5 km high), Precambrian mountain belts are nowhere represented by
generally elevated elongate chains like the Urals or the Appalachians. The
oldest continuously elevated mountain belt is perhaps the Akwapim -Atacora
chain stretching from Accra, in Ghana, to the Niger River. This belt
formed by collision at the very beginning of the Phanerozoic about 600 m.y.
ago (Burke and Dewey, 1972). The absence of elevated Precambrian mountain
chains can be interpreted as indicating that although mountain belts may be
reactivated during about the first 600 m.y. after their formation older
mountain belts have taken up all the additional strain along their zones of
weakness and are not susceptible to further reactivation. Sykes (1978)
has pointed out that intrapiate tectonics associated with the opening of
new oceans are concentrated in the youngest orogenic belts on the ocean
margins indicating that the older terrains are less susceptible to reacti-
vation.
An implication of the foregoing discussion is that the elevation of
old mountain belts is episodic. A mountain belt that remained elevated
for 300 million years with active erosion would expose extremely deep
crustal levels. The Appalachians and Caledonides typically expose rocks
found no deeper than a maximum of 10-15 km. If the concept of episodic
elevation is valid, it is important to be able to show that there are parts
of Phanerozoic mountain belts that are not elevated and that this was true
X
or other areas in the past. Much of the Hercynian of Europe forms low
ground and parts of the Appalachians (in, for example, the Piedmont and
Maritime Canada) are low-lying. There is also stratigraphic evidence that
the Appalachians and Caledonides were not substantially elevated at times
in the Mesozoic.
A further problem is: how do intra-plate stresses differ between the
episodes of elevation of the old mountain belts and the times when they are
not elevated? This presumably depends on the nature of the stresses acting
within the plates. So little is known about these stresses that it is
difficult to know where to begin. One consideration is that not only the
magnitude of the stress but also its orientation may be important. Zones
of weakness in old mountain belts are likely to run parallel to the trend
of the belt and the response to compressional stresses applied parallel to
the belt may be more intense than the response to stresses applied
perpendicular to it.
From the point of view of intracontinental seismicity it would appear
that those currently elevated old mountain belts are likely to be only
slightly seismically active. The amount of faulting needed to re-elevate
a mountain belt lying at sea level across a width of 200 km to a central
peak elevation of i km in 1 million years ignoring erosion is small. If
200 equal thrusts are ased for the uplift the average vertical offset is
only 10 m and the average repeat time for 10 cm of offset on each fault is
10,000 years so that one of the 200 faults should move 10 cm on the average
every 50 years. Both the time of elevation and the number of faults in-
volved are likely to be underestimated in this crude calculation.
SUBSIDENCE IN INTRACONTINENTAL BASINS
A second problem relates to the subsidence of intracontinental basins.
These t^asins, lying within continents and remote from active mountain-belts,
contain thicknesses of a kilometer or more of sediments.
Basins such as the Michigan, Paris, North Sea and Chad basins have
been the subject of much recent theoretical discussion. Papers in Bott
(1976) have been followed by detailed local studies, such as those cn the
Michigan Basin (Sleep and Sloss, 1978; Stakes, 1978; McCallister, et al.,
1978; VanSchmus, 1978; Fowler and Kuenzi, 1978; Haimson, 1978) and
theoretical analyses (e.g., McKenzie, 1978a). Interpretations of basin
evolution as the result of lithospheric rupture and stretching (McKenzie,
1978a, 1978b), loading and cooling (Haxby, et al., 1976) are popular.
Major problems emerge when these interpretations are applied to basins in
which the sequence of evolutionary events is established by geological
evidence. For example, in the North Sea rifting extended through several
discrete episodes between early Permian and earliest Cretaceous times
(-140 m.y. time span) and the development of the overlying broad "epeirogenic"
basin has occurred during the Tertiary (Ziegler, 1978). No model, based
on phEnomena coextensive with the basin can account for all the properties
of such an area and involvement of the Alpine collision about 1000 km away
may prove important.
The idea that basins cormonly overlie rifts (fig. 1) is being
increasingly widely recognized (see, for example, Burke, 1976) and although
in some cases basin subsidence follows as an immediate and therefore
possibly as a thermal consequence of the rifting in many cases, subsidence
does not take place until very much later. If this late subsidence is to
be treated as a consequence of cooling then it becomes necessary to postu-
late a second thermal event. Unless there is some independent evidence
of such an event the thermally controlled subsidence hypothesis is not
attractive as an explanation.
An alternative possibility is that subsidence in some basins may be
related to events at relatively remote plate margins. F?r example, the
beginning of subsidence in the Michigan Basin (rifted 10 years ago) was
cc.ntemporary with the collision of the Taconic island arc with the North
American continent (in Trentonian time 450 m.y. ago, Church and Stevens,
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WEST SIBERIA	 230 ?	 - 160 - 70	 et al.,
1976E
_	 Table 1. Basins overlie rifts but there is no obvious relationship in
timing. Some basins begin to subside long after rifting and
their subsidence cannot be controlled by the rift related
thermal event.
1971) recorded inthe Appalachian Mountain belt more than 1000 km away.
Although limited Jurassic subsidence is recorded in the West Siberian
basin following Triassic rifting (Rudkevitch, et al., 1976) the rate of
subsidence increased in the Early Cretaceous f owing collision of the
Okhotsk and Kolyma blocks with the Siberian platform some 2000 km farther
east (Herron, et al., 1974).
Transmission of compressional stress through the continental
lithosphere may therefore play a role in the development of intracontinental
basins as it appears to in the re-elevation of ancient mountain belts.
Subsidence rates in intracontinental basins averaged over their tens of
millions of years of life are usually much less than uplift rates for re-
elevated mountain belts and seismic risk is probably even lower in these
areas.
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Ficure 1. Sketch illustrating how intracontinental basins corpsonly
overlie rifts. The resemblance to a bovine head has led
t	 to this being known,.as the 'long-horn condition' in texas.
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